Abstract-Developing automated decision making systems means dealing with knowledge in every possible manner. One of the most important points of developing artificial intelligent systems is developing a precise knowledge base with integrating self-learning mechanisms. Moreover using knowledge in expert systems or decision support systems it is necessary to document knowledge and make it visible for managing it. Main goal of this work is finding a suitable solution for modeling knowledge bases in automated decision making systems concerning both illustrating specific knowledge and learning mechanisms. There are a lot of different terms describing this kind of research, such as knowledge modeling, knowledge engineering or ontology engineering. For that reason this paper provides a comparison of the technical terms in this domain by illustrating similarities, specifics and how they are used in literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
An automated decision making system (ADMS) is software that is used to make decisions application-specific and mostly autonomous. Based on rules and a consistent knowledge base such a system is able to provide solutions for different issues. The underlying knowledge is one of the most significant components and has to be modeled in a specific way. There are different options for modeling the knowledge base, especially for ADMS in the topic of large software development projects. Regarding to [1] it is necessary to identify ADMS for software development projects and in that context to reveal existing knowledge models. Therefor a comprehensive literature review according to Webster and Watson [2] will be conducted. Moreover the terms "modeling knowledge" and "automated decision making system" will be analyzed for distinction.
The paper addresses concretely an analysis of literature about modeling knowledge bases for ADMS that could be used for choosing toolsets in large software development projects.
As methodological approach a literature review according to Webster and Watson was selected. It can be used as basis for researching and analyzing current standards of information technology issues. Webster and Watson [2] categorize two intentions for literature reviews. For one thing it serves to specify or extend a given topic by reference to existing publications. Otherwise it can be used for developing new concepts or models by analyzing theoretical principles and previous works. Accordingly this paper presents a literature review with the first described intention about modeling knowledge bases for ADMS concerning toolsets for large software development projects. First of all the concepts or rather the keywords based on the issue to be edited have to be determined. A simple mind map is very suitable for this and will be pictured. When all relevant literatures are selected by forwards and backwards searches, the concept-matrix will demonstrate all publications identified and their affiliation to the concepts. Subsequently the topic can be analyzed and important facts will have to be presented.
This document is structured as follows: After the introduction the procedure of identifying relevant literatures are detailed in chapter II. The chapter describes the used publication databases and the searched keywords. TABLE I. contains the identified literature combined with their connection to the settled concepts and summarizes the research findings. Chapter III shows different definitions of the authors about the concepts and centralizes the important results of the literature review. Finally a conclusion is displayed with main facts of the analysis and an outline for further investigations.
II. IDENTIFYING OF LITERATURE
The main facts of the analysis to be created are due to the topic "modeling knowledge bases for automated decision making systems". Webster and Watson [2] describe the concepts as segments of the main issue with partially similar meaning or completely various facets. The authors of this paper concretized the concepts through brainstorming as Fig.  1 shows. "Knowledge base" is deemed to be a superordinate term for knowledge modeling and knowledge engineering and will not be used for this research. The specific year range for the publications is defined from 2000 to 2015 with focus on the last 5 years based on the importance of actuality of www.ijacsa.thesai.org contributions. Another reason is to generate a restrictive number of significant publications for analyzing. The following publication databases were used for identifying literatures due to the settled concepts: ACM Digital Library, AIS Electronic Library, EBSCO, ELSEVIER and IEEE Xplore Digital Library. In total the research aggregates to 58 papers. After examining for relevance there are 26 publications for analyzing the topic to be edited. TABLE I. shows the concept matrix with the settled keywords and the leading authors who discuss the topics. The certain fields of application will not be displayed in this matrix but the following chapter will constitute the different range of subjects. The table displays the occurrence of the concepts dependent on the combination of the terms within the research. Expert system (ES) and decision support system (DSS) are established keywords that will be often used in publication databases. Knowledge engineering or knowledge modeling combined with DSS or ES were less found in articles as shown in the concept matrix. The keyword "knowledge modeling" is currently used very rare in combination with an ADMS. It could indicate that knowledge modeling is rather called knowledge engineering and it could probably mean the same. The research implies that there are representative contexts between the settled concepts and knowledge engineering is more acknowledged than knowledge modeling. In the following chapter the settled subjects must be defined and made distinguishable.
III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS
At first the terms knowledge engineering and knowledge modeling will be investigated by analyzing the founded articles and their definitions. Afterwards the major differences between DSS and ES will be investigated. Consequently based on these descriptions the areas of application where knowledge models are used for ADMS will be described. In particular it will be examined if there are existing researches on the subject of large software development projects.
A. Knowledge Modeling vs. Knowledge Engineering
Knowledge engineering and knowledge modeling are used by most of the authors in a similar manner depending on the target domain [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] and [12] . Chan et al. considered in [13] the process of knowledge acquisition and modeling for structuring the knowledge base of an ES. In fields of product redesign and mechanical engineering, an ontology based knowledge model and reuse approach was studied by Liu et al. [7] . Here an ontology modeling method was considered for solving redesign problems based on an existing knowledge design that must be used in an effective and efficient way. According to Mendis et al. [8] knowledge modeling addresses languages, tools, techniques and methods to develop abstract models of some target domain or problem solving behavior. Some examples for tools and methods, that are serving to structure and represent knowledge, are semantic nets, topic maps or ontologies. A semantic net constitutes concepts and their relations with the aid of equivalent structures in terms of a graph with nodes and edges [15] . Topic maps, also called as knowledge maps, consist of subjects (topics, associations and occurrences) that are depicted in a human way of knowledge processing. Their description as XML enables for topic maps to be machine-readable. In the first place topic maps serve to a better navigation and search in internet resources and also for exchanging of metadata [16] . According to Chan [3] ontology offers a set of concepts and terms to describe a domain and those terms are used by knowledge bases for representing true about some real or imaginary world. It is a symmetric representation of knowledge with mechanism of inheritance to generate an ambiguous communication, for instance based on the Web Ontology Language. According to [17] Fig. 2 shows the described tools dependent on their respective degree of formalization and thus their potential for reasoning. As brainstorming tool mind map symbolizes at this point just an arbitrary description of information in a specific use case. 2015) x www.ijacsa.thesai.org
Knowledge modeling is also used in the domain of intelligent personalization of cognitive learning activities as Ramirez et al. [11] described. Here it is demonstrated how to associate main body units of knowledge to previous and future learned knowledge referring to basic of semantic net. Chan [3] defines knowledge models as problem-solving models of real world application domains for increasing effectiveness of knowledge based systems. In addition to developing effective knowledge bases, knowledge models serve to enable sharing and reuse of knowledge. Thus modeling knowledge bases can be used for structuring their information, data and associations by using methods of ontology and additionally generate sharing and reuse knowledge.
Chan [3] speaks of knowledge engineering as "process of eliciting expertise, organizing it into a computational structure, and building knowledge bases. This is a process that addresses directly internal information processing mechanisms and processes of human experts." Furthermore Chan issues that ontology engineering is deemed to be the successor of knowledge engineering. Ontology engineering shall improve a long-term efficiency of a knowledge based system development process, even in distributed environments. The authors Matta et al. [14] and Guaglianone et al. [5] describe knowledge engineering likewise for acquiring and modeling knowledge and for developing ES. It can be adapted to answer to aims of knowledge management. Hall [6] attends to the question concerning knowledge engineering in which way knowledge has to be integrated into a computer system. The knowledge in engineering design varies from that one in science. In particular modeling knowledge in science includes topics of decision making, reasoning, problem solving and the nature of thought itself. Whereas engineering knowledge for instance in an ES involves heuristics, theories, tools and techniques.
Ontology engineering as machine-readable method for modeling ontology-based knowledge bases to develop ES needs to be analyzed in more detail. According to [17] and [18] an ontology model is a purposeful created engineering artifact that serves for extensive declarative description of decision making models to reduce false reasoning and increase useful automatic interpretations and processing. Thereby it is difficult to afford a temporal stability of the ontology and most of all in cases of great and various ontologies to have a consistent formality and integrity of modeling. Moreover the scalable reasoning in ontology engineering is still not investigated for instance as an abstract model.
There are a range of tools for constructing ontologies for instance to model products and processes or to manage ontologies. Ontology maps attempt to automatically manage different ontologies for the purpose of information integration. However there also is given a lack of consistent formality and integrity of modeling [18] .
The subject "expert system" is still used in combination with knowledge engineering or ontology engineering. In the following it has to be defined where are the differences between DSS and ES.
B. Decision Support System
First time it was spoken about DDS was introduced by Morton [19] in terms of managing decision systems. Fick and Sprague [20] define a DSS as computerized planning and information system that presents useful information from raw data, documents or personal knowledge for helping to solve problems and make decisions, sometime in a graphical way. Based on comprehensive databases and settled rules such a knowledge-based system for decision making are applied to analyze, plan, budget as well as calculate data for strategic activities. According to [21] , [22] and [23] DSS are often used for clinical and medical diagnoses and therapy decisions. Lu et al. [24] developed a prototype of a multi-objective group decision support system that addresses interactive applications for decision making by a group of participants which are not staying at the same place. Another group decision support system was used for railway construction decisions by Sheng et al. [25] . In most of these fields of application for DSS a simple decision tree was evolved to set the rules and thus to aggregate information or knowledge for presenting.
When a system is used to generate new knowledge, it is usually an ES, not a DDS. So the main difference between DSS and ES is in the fact of acquiring new knowledge, for instance an ES with a well modeled ontology-based knowledge base or an ES with a self-learning component such as artificial neural network.
C. Expert System
According to Russell et al. [26] "an expert system can be defined as an intelligent system that can mimic some part of human intelligence". To develop an artificial intelligence system it needs to be identified how intelligent behavior of human experts can be replicated by a computer system [27] , [31] . ES are built by acquiring the knowledge from human experts and coding it into a machine-readable form. In combination with inference rules, e.g. cause/effect, situation/ action, if-then-else, it is used for problem solving, decision making, designing, planning, monitoring, diagnosing and training activities [27] . The literature has reported that people have difficulty in solving multi-dimensional problems of unknown issues fastest possible. In these cases human cognition reaches their limits [28] . An ES bunches expert and experience knowledge and supports decision makers in problem solving as a human expert of each specific domain at any time.
Guan et al. [29] also describe a weakness of traditional ES. It lies in the fact that there could be a lack of completeness in terms of covering various types of different knowledge (expert knowledge and knowledge acquisition), for instance in his field of application "financial internal control systems". According to Chan [3] constructing an ES is a knowledge intensive process and knowledge engineering or modeling is often adopted for building the knowledge base. Accordingly the modeled knowledge base and its continuous enhancement by knowledge acquisition, using the ES, is one of the most important points. www.ijacsa.thesai.org As said by Tian et al. [30] and Qian et al. [32] artificial neural networks combined with knowledge bases can be used for developing ES and could give the possibility to construct a self-learning ES. An artificial neural network is, in accordance with [32] , "a collection of basic units to compute a non-linear function of their input. Every input has an assigned weight that determines [its] impact […] on the overall output of the node." Thus an ES is able to access a knowledge base that will be trained by artificial neural networks based on user input as well as the acquired and expert knowledge. Fig. 3 illustrates in a simple way components and relations of ES and the acquiring knowledge process. Also it shows the relationship between knowledge modeling, knowledge engineering and ontology engineering. Decision makers can use an ES for solving problems. Based on rules and inference mechanism an inference system communicates to the knowledge base that can be modeled with methods of ontologies engineering. Knowledge bases of ES consist human-specific domain knowledge (expert knowledge) as well as experience knowledge, which is acquired from the ES itself. Artificial neural networks can be included in developing the knowledge base and for training the system. As result represented knowledge is made based on the inference system combined with the ontology-based knowledge base and/or for instance on the basis of artificial neural networks, as [30] investigated. As described above inference methods and knowledge base provide the foundation of ES. Major problem of splitting these components is differentiating between human readable illustrating of knowledge and machine learning creating of knowledge. A model that combines visualization knowledge and inference mechanism would serve as better approach for building knowledge bases in ES.
D. Fields of application
The literature review has shown that DSS and ES are often used in the domain of medicine and therapy. Furthermore decision making systems are integrated in control or detecting failure systems for example in finance. Also in the fields of economics such as analyzing customer needs or designing industrial or service products ES are increasingly used. During the study of the identified literature it was not found any ES or DSS within the subject of large software development projects and their toolsets. These listed fields of application are just examples and no claim is raised on completeness.
IV. CONCLUSION Elaboration of this paper has shown that the manner of modeling knowledge bases of any decision making system is an important step to develop an ES. The tools for knowledge modeling are different dependent on their potential for reasoning. Ontology engineering is the successor of knowledge engineering and enables long-term efficient knowledge within the knowledge base. The limits of ontology engineering lie in combining various ontologies and creating a consistent formality and integrity of modeling as well as scalable reasoning. Artificial neural networks combined with ontology engineering and topic maps as methods for modeling a knowledge base of an ES can be appointed to build a selflearning ADMS.
By the example of choosing the ideal toolset in large software development projects, that may consist of project management, development or administration tools, an abstract knowledge model can be investigated and hence to fill the gaps of ontology engineering additionally. For this reason techniques of ontology engineering and artificial neural networks should be combined for developing a self-learning human-readable ES in the future.
